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We are disclosing in this report our ESG credit indicators for the global building materials sector. Our ESG credit indicators
provide additional disclosure and transparency at the entity level and reflect our opinion of the influence that
environmental, social, and governance factors have on our credit rating analysis. They are not a sustainability rating or an
S&P Global Ratings ESG evaluation.
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Key Takeaways

- The building material industry has above average exposure to environmental risk amid
the transition to a low-carbon economy, given the high carbon emissions of heavy side
companies and the relevance of emission reductions for buildings and thus building
materials.

- Cement manufacturers (about 20% of rated companies in the sector) display emissions
that are 10x higher than rest of the industry and will likely be exposed to stricter
regulations and related costs swings, while building product distributors and light side
manufacturers (about 65% of rated companies) exhibit significantly lower emissions and
environmental risk exposure.

- We consider governance risk relevant for a significant portion of companies in the
sector, since about 40% are controlled by financial sponsor and private-equity firms
that generally focus on maximizing shareholder returns and often have finite holding
periods.

- Social risks comprise exposure to safety management, but companies typically adopt
satisfactory policies and standards, and extra costs related to health and safety have
been contained.

Our ESG Credit Indicators

Table 1

Environmental Credit Indicators

Credit indicator Definition

E-1 Environmental factors are, on a net basis*, a positive consideration in our credit rating analysis,
affecting at least one analytical component§.

E-2 Environmental factors are, on a net basis*, a neutral consideration in our credit rating analysis.

E-3 Environmental factors are, on a net basis*, a moderately negative consideration in our credit rating
analysis, affecting at least one analytical component§.

E-4 Environmental factors are, on a net basis*, a negative consideration in our credit rating analysis,
affecting more than one analytical component§ or one severely.

E-5 Environmental factors are, on a net basis*, a very negative consideration in our credit rating analysis,
affecting several analytical components§ or one very severely.

*"On a net basis" means that we take a holistic view on exposure to environmental factors and related mitigants. §Analytical components
include criteria scores and subscores (including the key analytical elements to assess them). "Affecting" means leading to a different outcome
for an analytical component or lower/higher headroom for an analytical component.

In our ESG credit ratings criteria "Environmental, Social, And Governance Principles In Credit
Ratings," Oct. 10, 2021, we articulate the principles that S&P Global Ratings applies to incorporate
environmental, social, and governance (ESG) credit factors into its credit ratings analysis. In that
criteria we define ESG credit factors as those ESG factors that can materially influence the
creditworthiness of a rated entity or issue and for which we have sufficient visibility and certainty
to include in our credit rating analysis. We note that when sufficiently material to affect our view of
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creditworthiness, ESG credit factors can influence credit ratings.

In our commentary "ESG Credit Indicator Definitions And Application," Oct. 13, 2021, we discuss
the introduction of ESG credit indicators as a complement to our existing credit rating analysis.
Whereas our ESG criteria seek to enhance transparency in how and where we capture ESG factors
in credit ratings, our ESG credit indicators provide additional disclosure by reflecting our opinion
of how material the influence (on a 1-5 scale) of ESG factors is on our credit rating analysis. We
assess these indicators on a net basis, meaning that we take a holistic view of exposure to
environmental, social and governance factors and related mitigants on the credit rating analysis.
They are applied after the rating has been determined. They are not a sustainability rating or an
S&P Global Ratings ESG evaluation.[1]

Accordingly, the application--or change--of an ESG credit indicator cannot in itself trigger a credit
rating or outlook change. However, the impact of ESG factors on creditworthiness could contribute
to a rating action, which in turn could lead to a change in the ESG credit indicator. Through the
release of ESG credit indicators, we aim to further delineate and summarize the relevance of ESG
factors to our credit analysis by isolating our opinion of their credit influence and separating it
from the non-ESG factors affecting the credit rating.

The scale for environmental credit indicators is identical for social and governance credit
indicators. It has a negative skew, which reflects our view that environmental, social and
governance considerations (including risks outside of a company's control) have a negative
influence more often than a positive one. An ESG credit indicator of E-2, S-2, or G-2 means that it
is currently a neutral consideration in our credit rating analysis. This does not necessarily mean
that ESG factors are not relevant, rather that they are currently not sufficiently material to alter
the credit rating analysis or that positive ESG considerations are offset by ESG-related risks.

Also, entities may have identical ESG credit indicators, even if they diverge on ESG characteristics
and performance. This may be the case because we only incorporate in our credit rating analysis
those ESG factors that materially influence creditworthiness and for which we have sufficient
visibility and certainty or because the differentiation in ESG characteristics is not in our view
sufficiently material to warrant a different ESG credit indicator outcome.

[1] ESG credit indicators are separate and distinct from S&P Global Ratings ESG evaluations. An S&P Global Ratings ESG
evaluation is not a credit rating or component of our credit rating methodology. Rather, it indicates our view of an entity's
relative exposure to observable ESG-related risks and opportunities, and our qualitative opinion of the entity's long-term
sustainability and readiness for emerging trends and potential disruptions. Moreover, the ESG evaluation considers the
impacts and dependencies on the environment and society across the value chain for a wide range of stakeholders,
regardless of current credit materiality. (For more on ESG evaluations, see "Environmental, Social, And Governance
Evaluation Analytical Approach," Dec. 15, 2020.)
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Sector Overview

Environmental Credit Factors

Our environmental risk indicators reflect our view that climate transition presents the most
significant ESG risk to the building material sector. However, there is large variance among
individual companies. With the transition to a low-carbon economy, heavy side building material
players, which display high CO2 emissions, may face stricter regulations and significant cost
swings, including from potential carbon taxes. Conversely, companies that primarily assemble or
distribute components (for example, for heating, ventilation, and air conditioning, plumbing
fixtures, windows and door, or tools) typically have contained or moderate carbon emissions and
face more limited risks (see chart 1).

Chart 1

Furthermore, strict environmental regulation as well as societal demand for more sustainable
products require the entire industry to adapt its product offering and invest more in innovation,
given its exposure to building construction and renovation. Companies with products that already
address energy savings and building insulation are seeing this become a source of competitive
advantage and higher revenue growth.

The building material industry has made strides in reducing air contamination and increasing the
recycling of waste ahead of stricter environmental regulation. However, waste and pollution
continue to weigh on the credit analysis of about 5% of rated companies in the sector.
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Chart 2 Chart 3

Climate transition risk for cement manufacturers

Cement manufacturers (about 20% of rated companies) display high carbon emissions and their
carbon intensity ratio is 10x the average for the building material sector (see chart 1). Cement,
together with chemicals and steel, account for nearly 60% of all industrial energy consumption
and about 70% of CO2 emissions from the industrial sector. Production is highly concentrated in
emerging markets and developing economies, which account for about 70% of the combined
output.

Producing a ton of cement today generates about 0.6 tons of CO2 (tCo2) on average, but with a
wide variation of 0.5 tCo2-0.9 tCo2. The chemical processing of raw materials accounts for
two-thirds of the carbon released and is difficult to decarbonize. The other third stems from
energy consumed for heating. Fossil fuels--mostly coal plus some petroleum coke--account for
90% of thermal energy needs. Some companies, particularly in Europe, have brought down
emissions substantially in the past few years by making significant investments to improve plants'
thermal efficiency and increase use of alternative fuels, such as biomass. For example,
Germany-based HeidelbergCement has cut carbon emissions per ton of cement by 23% since
1990 and Italy-based Buzzi Unicem by 17% over the same period. Energy efficiency remains the
most relevant factor for emissions reduction until 2030, by which date most large groups have put
targets to cut emissions to below 0.5 ton per ton of cement. For example, Holcim targets of 475
kilograms (kg) of carbon emissions per ton of cement by 2030, which is a 14% reduction from 2020
levels; and HeidelbergCement targets emissions below 500kg per ton of cement by 2030, which
means at least a 13% reduction from 2020. Beyond 2030, to achieve carbon neutrality a significant
drop of emissions can only be achieved by wider use of carbon capture and storage--which
requires technology that is still under demonstration and in the prototype stage and will require
significant infrastructure investments to scale--and by increased use of recycled materials or
low-clinker products, which will require reshaping of the construction value chain and wide
end-user acceptance. It is currently hard to assess if some companies' goals to achieve carbon
neutrality by 2050 are feasible.
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As a result, the transition to a more sustainable, low-carbon economy could be a challenge for the
sector, particularly in regions where carbon taxes have already been introduced. This is the case
for the EU, where an Emission Trading System (EU ETS) has been in place since the 2000s,
covering the power and heavy industrial sectors, including cement. Emissions caps were
previously set to achieve those sectors' share of Europe's 2030 target to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions (GHG) by 40% versus 1990 levels. In July 2021, the European Commission announced
its "Fit for 55" package (still subject to parliamentary approval), which proposes increasing the
2030 target to a 55% reduction (versus the 1990 level). The implementation of this more ambitious
target would tighten annual caps and thus lower the supply of free carbon allowances.
Furthermore, the EU is proposing introducing a carbon border adjustment mechanism in 2024
that would place fees on imports from neighboring countries based on emissions incurred in their
production to protect EU cement production, but this would be accompanied by a progressive
removal of free carbon allocations. So far, the impact on companies' financial risk profiles have
been limited, but the picture will likely change beyond 2025, when most companies will have
consumed the stock of certificate allowances carried over from past years, and they will be tested
on their ability to pass through much higher carbon costs to end users. Outside the EU, we believe
that the risk of introducing new carbon taxes is increasing, particularly in North America and
China.

Mitigating our concerns, we believe cement substitution alternatives are limited and demand
remains steady, which should enable companies to increase prices. Currently, in our base-case
scenario for the ratings we foresee a significant cement price increase in those regions with
carbon taxes, to offset higher carbon costs. Therefore, the environmental score we have applied to
cement manufacturers has not exceeded E-3. However, if we observe that beyond 2025
companies are unable to fully pass on higher carbon costs or face structurally declining demand in
the very long term, their financial risk profiles may weaken, which could translate into a worse
environmental credit indicators.

Climate transition risk for building product distributors and light side
manufacturers

Building product distributors and light side manufacturers (about 65% of rated companies) exhibit
less environmental risk, since their carbon intensity typically does not exceed one-tenth of that of
cement companies (see chart 1). That's why we typically apply an E-2 credit indicator to them,
which reflects that environmental risk has an overall neutral influence on our credit analysis. Most
CO2 emitted by building material distributors and light side manufacturers relates to used energy
and not to production, such as for cement. As such, we believe that these companies' goals of
reaching carbon neutrality by 2050 will be comparatively easier to achieve.

For example, Compagnie de Saint-Gobain, a global manufacturer and distributor of construction
and engineered materials and solutions set a clear roadmap to reach carbon neutrality by 2050,
which includes a reducing scope 1 and 2 CO2 emissions 33% by 2030 in absolute terms versus
2017. Furthermore, Saint-Gobain increased its internal carbon price assumption that underpins
its investment decisions to €75 per tCO2 for capital expenditure from €50 previously, and its price
assumption for research and development projects is €150 per tCO2. Another example, in July
2020 Legrand, a global specialist in electrical and digital building infrastructure, announced its
intentions to speed up its decarbonation and eliminate its net GHG emissions by 2050 across all
its activities. The path toward Legrand's carbon neutrality comprises some well-define
intermediate commitments, such as a 3% average annual reduction in the energy consumption of
its facilities or the use of renewable energy sources by way of production or purchase of green
energy.
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At the same time, buildings-related CO2 emissions account for about 40% of global emissions.
About 12% of total CO2 emissions relates to the building construction stage, while the remaining
28% is linked to building usage. So far, 120 countries representing over 70% of global GDP have
committed to carbon neutrality. Several developed countries are updating their industrial policies
and regulations around building material recycling and endorsing light construction; they are also
fostering building renovation and promoting energy-efficient buildings. Light construction as well
as renovation and building envelopes require the use of materials, such as plasterboard, glass,
and insulation, and address the rising demand for housing while contributing to the
decarbonization of buildings and to easier dismantling and reutilization. Energy efficiency as well
as a shift to clean energy are associated with increasing use of copper and few other materials to
strengthen the electrical ecosystem. As such, we believe that demand and prices related to critical
materials for green technologies and the clean energy transition will remain high in the
foreseeable future. This is an opportunity for those building material companies with products
addressing sustainable building construction, since it enlarges their addressable market,
translates into higher revenue growth, and somewhat lessens their exposure to the volatility of the
building construction cycle. In our rated portfolio, only about 3% of rated companies have a
product offering that meets those features while also displaying contained direct GHG emissions.
In these cases, we consider environmental factors have a moderately positive influence on our
credit analysis and apply an E-1 indicator score. We believe that over the next five-to-10 years a
large part of the light building material industry will further adapt its product offering and invest
more in innovation. This could in turn increase the number of companies in our analysis for which
climate transition is a positive credit consideration.

Table 2

Factors Driving Environmental Credit Indicators For The Building Materials Sector

Positive drivers Negative drivers

Innovative, energy-saving products facilitating the transition
to a low-carbon economy

Harsh CO2 regulations and high CO2 prices.

Low carbon emissions for clinker production, through
efficient heat processes and alternative fuels.

High carbon emissions per ton of cement/clinker.

Potential increase in capital expenditure needs in case
carbon capture technologies are mandated.

Social Credit Factors

Social risks have a typically neutral influence on our credit analysis for building material
companies. The industry is sensitive to risks around the management of employee safety, but this
has not translated into visible credit impact, since companies typically adopt satisfactory policies
and standards, and extra costs related to health and safety have been contained. As result, we
apply an S-2 credit indicator to most companies.
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Governance Credit Factors

We assess governance factors and apply indicators to each company relative to our assessment of
its management and governance.

That said, the concentration of governance scores in the G-3 category for the sector is explained
by a large portion of entities being owned by private-equity firms, which we view as a generally
moderately negative consideration for the credit analysis. This is because these companies' highly
leveraged or aggressive financial risk profiles point to corporate decision-making that prioritizes
the interests of the controlling owners, given the focus on maximizing shareholder returns and
often finite holding periods.

For this sector specifically, we pay attention to litigations and antitrust disputes that are ongoing
in the cement and building material sector in both developed and emerging countries, though so
far they have not meaningfully negatively influenced our credit analysis, or when they occurred
they are addressed quickly and do not weigh on our forward-looking credit view.

Family ownership is present in a few cases, but it has not necessarily translated into weaker
governance. In fact, we have a few instances in the cement sector where family ownership has
allowed the companies to pursue long-term growth and sustainability rather than near-term
shareholder remuneration.

Chart 6 Chart 7
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ESG Credit Indicators By Issuer

Table 2

ESG Credit Indicators By Issuer For North America

Credit indicator

Issuer E S G ESG credit factors

84 Lumber Co. E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure; risk management, culture and oversight

ACProducts, Inc. E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Advanced Drainage Systems, Inc. E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks; waste and pollution

Allegion PLC E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

American Builders & Contractors Supply Co.
Inc.

E-2 S-2 G-2 N/A

Apex Tool Group LLC E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure

Arcosa Inc. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks; waste and pollution

Backyard Acquireco Inc. E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Beacon Roofing Supply Inc. E-2 S-2 G-2 N/A

Builders FirstSource Inc. E-2 S-2 G-2 N/A

C.H.I. Overhead Doors LLC E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Carrier Global Corp. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Cook & Boardman Group LLC (The) E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure

Core & Main LP E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure

Cornerstone Building Brands Inc. E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

CP Atlas Buyer Inc. E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

CPG International LLC E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Eagle Materials Inc. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks; waste and pollution

Forterra Inc. E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Fortune Brands Home & Security Inc. E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

GeoStabilization International E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure

GMS Inc. E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Griffon Corp. E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risk

Groupe Solmax Inc. E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure

Guardian Industries Resources LLC E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Interface Inc. E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

IPS Corp. E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure

James Hardie International Group Ltd. E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Janus International Group LLC E-2 S-2 G-2 N/A

Jeld-Wen Inc. E-2 S-2 G-2 N/A

Johnson Controls International PLC E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Kodiak Building Partners Inc. E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure

LBM Acquisition, LLC E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure
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Table 2

ESG Credit Indicators By Issuer For North America (cont.)

Credit indicator

Issuer E S G ESG credit factors

Lennox International Inc. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

LSF 10 Cedar Investments LP. E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure

Madison IAQ LLC E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Mannington Mills Inc. E-2 S-2 G-2 N/A

Martin Marietta Materials Inc. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Masco Corp. E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Masonite International Corp. E-3 S-2 G-2 Waste and pollution

MI Windows and Doors, LLC E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure

Mohawk Industries Inc. E-2 S-2 G-2 N/A

New Enterprise Stone & Lime Co. Inc. E-3 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure; risk management, culture,
and oversight

Owens Corning E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Park River Holdings, Inc. E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure

PGT Innovations Inc. E-2 S-2 G-2 N/A

Plaskolite PPC Intermediate II LLC E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure

Quikrete Holdings, Inc. E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risk

Rexnord LLC E-2 S-2 G-2 N/A

Sabre Industries Inc. E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

SiteOne Landscape Supply, Inc. E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Smyrna Ready Mix Concrete E-3 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Specialty Building Products Holdings LLC E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

SRS Distribution Inc. E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure

Standard Industries Inc. E-3 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Stanley Black & Decker Inc. E-2 S-2 G-1 Climate transition risks; risk management, culture, and oversight

Summit Materials LLC E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks; natural capital

TAMKO Building Products, LLC E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Trane Technologies PLC E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Valmont Industries Inc. E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Vulcan Materials Co. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks; natural capital

Werner FinCo L.P. E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

White Cap Supply Holdings, LLC E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure

Wilsonart LLC E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure

N/A--Not applicable.
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Table 3

ESG Credit Indicators By Issuer For Latin America

Credit indicator

Issuer E S G ESG credit factors

Cementos Pacasmayo S.A.A. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

CEMEX S.A.B. de C.V. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Fortaleza Materiales S.A.B. de C.V. E-3 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; risk management, culture, and oversight

GCC S.A.B. de C.V. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Grupo Rotoplas S.A.B. de C.V. E-2 S-2 G-3 Transparency and reporting

InterCement Brasil S.A. E-3 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; other governance factors

Tigre S.A. Participacoes E-3 S-2 G-3 Waste and pollution; risk management, culture, and oversight

Union Andina de Cementos S.A.A. y Subsidiarias E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Votorantim Cimentos S.A. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Votorantim S.A. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks; waste and pollution

Table 4

ESG Credit Indicators By Issuer For Europe, The Middle East, And Africa

Credit indicator

Issuer E S G ESG credit factors

Adolf Wuerth GmbH & Co. KG E-2 S-2 G-1 Risk management, culture, and oversight

BME Group Holding BV E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Buzzi Unicem SpA E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks; risk management, culture, and oversight

Cementir Holding N.V. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks; risk management, culture, and oversight

Compact Bidco B.V. E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Compagnie de Saint-Gobain E-2 S-2 G-1 Climate transition risks; risk management, culture, and oversight

CRH plc E-3 S-2 G-1 Climate transition risks; risk management, culture, and oversight

Esdec Solar Group B.V. E-1 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Geberit AG E-2 S-2 G-1 Climate transition risks; risk management, culture, and oversight

HeidelbergCement AG E-3 S-2 G-1 Climate transition risks; risk management, culture, and oversight

Hestiafloor 2 E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Holcim Ltd E-3 S-2 G-1 Climate transition risks; risk management, culture, and oversight

HT TROPLAST GmbH E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Ideal Standard International S.A. E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Infinity Bidco 1 Ltd. E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Legrand S.A. E-1 S-2 G-1 Climate transition risks; risk management, culture, and oversight

LSF10 Edilians Investments S.a.r.l. E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

LSF10 XL Investments S.a.r.l E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

LSFX Flavum Bidco SL E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Neptune Holdco S.a.r.l. E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Patagonia Holdco 3 Ltd. E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure
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Table 4

ESG Credit Indicators By Issuer For Europe, The Middle East, And Africa (cont.)

Credit indicator

Issuer E S G ESG credit factors

Quimper AB E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Rexel S.A. E-1 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

SIG plc E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Sonepar SAS E-1 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks; risk management, culture, and oversight

Stellagroup E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Tarkett Participation E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Titan Cement International E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Travis Perkins PLC E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Winterfell Financing Sarl E-2 S-2 G-3 Climate transition risks; governance structure

Table 5

ESG Credit Indicators By Issuer For Asia-Pacific

Credit indicator

Issuer E S G ESG credit factors

Anhui Conch Cement Co. Ltd. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Asia Cement Corp. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Beijing New Building Materials Public Ltd. Co. E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

CSR Ltd. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

KCC Corp. E-2 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

Reece Ltd. E-2 S-2 G-3 Governance structure

Taiwan Cement Corp. E-3 S-2 G-2 Climate transition risks

To view ESG credit indicator comments for each issuer, investors may visit RatingsDirect
(http://www.ratingsdirect.com). ESG credit indicator comments are also available for issuers on
Ratings360 (https://platform.ratings360.spglobal.com).

This report does not constitute a rating action.
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